Atmosphere

Giving My Best
Key = E
Tempo 66

Verse :
C#m           AM7
Love... Come and take over now
      F#m7        B/Eb                   E
Come and just heal somehow     the broken and the lost
C#m           AM7
Light... Come and take over now
      F#m7        B/Eb                   E
Come and just shine so bright     chase the shadows of our lives

Pre-chorus :
AM7           G#m
Let Your mercy flows within us
      F#m      B^sus4                   E
As we stand before the Lamb
AM7           G#m
Let Your mercy flows within us
      F#m      B^sus4
As we're standing in the gap

Chorus :
B7                  E           G#m            C#m
You are the Lord of heavens and God of all the earth
A                   E               B/Eb            F#m
You are the King of nations and You breathed the universe
B/Eb    E    G#m    C#m    B
So we lift our generation in hunger and in thirst
A    E/G#    F#m7    B7sus4    E
As we humbly bow    Your presence changes the atmosphere